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1 Introduction

Is control over the property of religious institutions a source of political power? In this

article, we study whether traditional landed (conservative) elites benefit politically from

owning religious property such as church buildings.

For centuries, secular elites in a wide variety of countries had considerable ownership over

the property of religious institutions especially buildings and other material capital. Feudal

elites often controlled or directly owned church buildings in medieval and early modern

Europe. A phenomenon which continued in some countries well into the modern period.

For instance, in 19th and early 20th century England and Wales, private individuals, often

landed elites, owned the majority of churches affiliated with the Church of England (Roberts

1981). In the Islamic world, private religious foundations, waqfs, are often involved in the

establishment and maintenance of mosques and other religious facilities. However, research

into the political consequences of this phenomenon remain scarce.1

Recently a number of economist have examined the consequences of secularizing the

ownership of Church property (e.g. Finley et al. 2020; Becker and Pascali 2019; Cantoni

et al. 2018), while political scientists have studied the political origins of the secularizing of

public services (Ansell and Lindvall 2013). These studies have, however, not investigated the

political consequences of secular elites’ ownership of Church property. This is unfortunately

as religiosity is an important determinant of political behaviour (e.g. see Hayes (1995)

and Castle et al. (2017)), and issues of property and ownership structures are crucial for

understanding the functions of religious organizations and their political consequences (Gill

2016; Bazzi et al. 2019).

In this paper, we investigate the political effect of elite ownership of religious property.

We do this by scrutinizing the effect of a Danish reform of Church property in 1903, which

transferred ownership over churches away from the local landed elite, on support for the
1A potential exception is Bazzi et al. (2019) who study the political consequences of the establishment of

waqfs. However, they focus on the transfer of private property from secular to religious elites.
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conservative party (Højre) - who represented said elite. We argue that the reform reduced the

landed elite’s ability to translate social power into political influence, since church ownership

cemented landed elite members’ status and enabled them to influence local parish pastors,

another important type of community leaders.

We test this argument using novel geo-coded data on landed estates and churches in

1900, which we use to construct a measure for the concentration of church ownership among

the landed elite. Using a difference-in-difference design with constituency-level data from all

Danish lower-house elections 1895-1913, we find that loss of control over Church property

hurt the political influence of the antecedent elite. The conservative party lost votes in areas

with a formerly high concentration of estate-owned churches. Consistent with our argument,

we further show that these areas also saw increased turnout, which primarily benefited

other political parties. One mechanism behind this effect seems to have been an increase

in the political engagement of non-conservative Danish parish pastors after the reforms.

This indicates that elite ownership of religious institutions played an important part in

securing electoral support for the conservative party, partly by suppressing non-conservative

mobilization in churches owned by traditional landed elites.

These findings indicate that the old elite’s ownership of churches was an important source

of political power for the conservative movement in the early period of competitive elections

in Denmark. A finding in line with other arguments made about the role religion can play for

conservative political forces (Ziblatt 2017). However, they also show that traditional religious

authorities, such as clergymen, are not always the natural allies of traditional conservative

elites, and that the relative autonomy of religious authorities can matter a great deal for

their effect on political mobilization and other political outcomes.

Additionally, our results speak more broadly to the discussion about the link between

economic and political power (Ziblatt 2009; Houle 2018; Scheve and Stasavage 2017, 464-

465) as well as the role of religious institutions and religious reforms in shaping political

behaviour, practices and institutions2 (Spenkuch and Tillmann 2018; Andersen and Jensen
2Especially, as we find strong effects even in relatively secularized Denmark (Grzymala-Busse 2012;
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2019) as well as the choice of state-church relations institutions (Barro and McCleary 2005).

All issues of great relevance in established and emerging democracies today.

The rest of the article has the following structure. First, we lay out a new theory on

how elite ownership of religious institutions can be source of traditional elite (conservative)

political power. Then, we outline the background for our case; Denmark in the 19th and

early 20th century, including the church reforms of 1903 which serve as our main source of

identification. Next, we describe our data and estimation methods before showing our main

results. Finally, we test the mechanisms behind our results and discuss our findings before

concluding.

2 Theory: Elite ownership of religious institutions and

conservative political power

In this section, we develop a new theory of how and why elite control and ownership over

religious institutions and property affect the political power of traditional (conservative)

elites. While scholars have long theorized (and empirically tested) how religiosity, religious

doctrines and religious organizations shape political behaviour (Rink 2018, 478), there is

little theoretical development about the impact of ownership of religious property, including

their ownership by secular elites, on politics.

We theorize that ownership of religious property, such as churches, by traditional elites

can be non-trivial source of political power, including by bolstering the electoral support

for conservative political parties.3 We argue that elite ownership of religious institutions

bolsters conservative electoral strength through two mechanisms.

First, elite ownership of local religious buildings, usually an important social gather-

Bentzen 2019).
3We implicitly assume, like Ziblatt (2017) that conservative parties represent traditional elites, including

landed elites, which is certainly true for our Danish case (Fink 2000, 17).
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ing place for local communities, cements traditional elite members’ status as the "natural"

(political) leaders of local communities and enable them to project social power and sta-

tus into local political influence (Ziblatt 2017, 28-29; 2009). Furthermore, elite ownership

of religious institutions, like other pre-modern customs and institutions (Hager and Hilbig

2019; Gingerich and Vogler 2021), legitimize traditional non-egalitarian norms and prefer-

ences among the wider population. All of which, in the presence of electoral institutions,

should manifest themselves in greater vote share for parties and candidates representing tra-

ditional elites, conservative parties. Either because non-elite voters are socialized/persuaded

into supporting traditional elites electorally, and/or because these non-elite voters defer to

traditional hierarchies rather than competitive political institutions (Gingerich and Vogler

2021) and are thus less politically engaged and less likely to vote in the first place, including

for non-conservative (non-elite) political parties.

Additionally, ownership of religious buildings and institutions enables traditional elites to

exert considerable formal and informal influence over the local clergy, including, in Protestant

countries, the local parish pastor, in a period where these were some of the most important

figures in local community life (Ziblatt 2017, 98). This influence could stem from the right

to appoint the local church clergy directly, or at least by having the right to be consulted

in this regard, as well as having the control over the workplace of the clergy and being the

central person with whom the local clergy have to coordinate when managing local church

affairs.

This formal and informal influence would enable traditional elites to enlist these clergy

in pro-conservative political mobilization (Ziblatt 2017, 98-104) or at least make sure these

members of the clergy did not oppose conservative political agendas locally or supported

non-conservative parties. See Spenkuch and Tillmann (2018) and Pulejo (2020) for the role

that local religious authorities can play in promoting or limiting the electoral support for

certain political parties and candidates.4

4See also Rink (2018) and McClendon and Riedl (2020) for the effects of religious agitation on political

behaviour.
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Consequently, we should, everything else being equal, expect greater levels of elite own-

ership of churches and other religious institutions to manifest itself in increased electoral

support for political parties which represent (traditional) elites’ political interests, usually

conservative parties. Consequently, loss of elite control over local churches and similar reli-

gious institutions should result in a relative decline in the vote share of conservative political

parties in areas with a greater concentration of elite church ownership.

3 Background: Elite control of churches in Denmark

To test we effect of elite ownership of religious institutions, such as churches, we use the

case of Denmark in the late 19th and early 20th. Here, churches were, to a large extent,

the property of local landed elites who, however, lost control of local churches in the early

20th century. We start out by describing the political landscape of Denmark at the time,

before outlining the history and extent of elite ownership of Danish church buildings and the

reforms which changed this system in 1903.

3.1 The politics of late 19th and early 20th Denmark: Elections,

parties and landed elites

After the end of Danish absolutism in 1849, Denmark was a constitutional monarchy with a

bicameral parliament. While there was substantial restrictions on voting rights for the upper

house (Landstinget) of the Danish parliament,5 voting rights to the lower house (Folketinget)

were, at the time, relatively extensive as most adult men with their own household had the

right to vote.6 The electoral system of the lower house, used up until the extension of the

franchise in 1915, was a single-member district system with (after 1901) secret voting.
5Especially after the 1866 constitution which established a system of privileged franchise based on tax

payments (Fink 2000, 15).
6Women and domestic servants, which were not considered to have their own household, were enfranchised

with the constitution of 1915, which also abolished the privileged franchise to the upper house.
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During this period, the party system of Denmark also materialized. The Conservative

Party (Højre) was founded in 18817 as the party of the traditional elites in Denmark, espe-

cially landed estate owners (Fink 2000, 16-23).8

Consequently, Højre’s party leadership, which held governmental power from the 1860s

until 1901, was generally dominated by landed estate owners, both traditional aristocrats

and estate-owning commoners. The landed estates owned by these elites usually consisted of

large agricultural landholdings around a traditional feudal manor which formed the largest

local agricultural estate.9

The main opposition party during this period, which obtained governmental power in

1901 after a period of declining conservative electoral support, was the Liberal Party (Ven-

stre) which was founded in 1870 and represented, mainly, the interests of middle class farmers

and other rural constituencies with some representation in urban areas (Fink 2000, 16-17).10

Finally, the Social Democratic Party had also been founded during this period to represent

the interest of (mainly urban) workers and were, after some years of initial persecution and

harassment of the party leadership, generally allowed to agitate and run political candidates

and became increasingly electorally successful during this period, especially in the capital of

Copenhagen (Fink 2000, 24-25).

While the political system of Denmark from the late 19th century until the extension of

the franchise in 1915 cannot be characterized as fully democratic, it was still a competitive
7But representing a much older network of conservative elites.
8However, it also had an important urban voter base both among urban elites and the urban middle class

(Fink 2000, 19).
9Up until the end of the 19th century there were also usually a substantial amount of tenant farms

affiliated with each landed estate. However, these were generally sold off to the tenants during the late

19th century (Erichsen and Tamm 2014, 65; Laursen and Clemmensen 2017, 175-176). However, the former

tenant farmers often held substantial formal and informal ties to their former feudal manor and its owner

(Laursen and Clemmensen 2017, 190-191), including through the local church, which was often part of the

property of the feudal manor.
10The party was, during this period, at times, divided into several factions and one of these factions

formally split from the party in 1906 forming a party (the Radical Liberals) representing an alliance of urban

intellectuals and rural smallholders (Fink 2000, 19)
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political system with both modern and traditional features. This included a conservative

party representing traditional landed elites, elites which, as we will describe below, often

owned church buildings.

3.2 Elite ownership of churches in Denmark

From the time of Denmark’s christianization in the 10th century, the Catholic Church became

an important land owner in Denmark. Danish church buildings, however, had a variety of

owners, both the Church and its institutions as well as private notables. Following the Danish

Reformation in 1536, where Denmark became Lutheran Protestant, the Danish monarchy

took control of all church lands, including church buildings previously owned by the Catholic

Church. However, the actual ownership of churches soon moved into the hands of local elites,

especially feudal landowners (Paldam and Paldam 2017, 449). These churches, among other

things, served the religious needs of the labor force connected to each feudal estate. When

serfdom was abolished in the eighteenth century, the landed elite kept their control of the

local churches. Consequently, during most of the 18th and 19th Danish churches were privately

owned by local elites, usually, but not exclusively by a local landed estate owner, especially

in rural areas.11

These elite-owned churches, especially those close to the traditional feudal manors, en-

abled local landed elites to project a substantial amount of social power into their local

communities through the church (Erichsen and Tamm 2014, 206-253; Laursen and Clem-

mensen 2017, 185-187), which at that time usually served as the main gathering place for

local rural communities in a country where the population were almost exclusively members

of the church.12 Beautiful artwork, often decorated with the local church owner’s coat of
11Some were owned directly by the king, one or more non-landed elites and some by various other institu-

tions including the University of Copenhagen.
12Religious freedom was only established in Denmark with the 1849 constitution. Before then, only a few

recognized religious minorities were allowed in Denmark, whereas being Lutheran Protestant was more or

less a duty for all other subjects. Even decades after religious freedom was established, the vast majority of

the population was Lutheran Protestant and belonged to a local parish church.
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arms, were donated to the local church by the church owner. The church owner and his

family held the upper and most prestigious church benches which often were decorated with

his coat of arms. Church yards and church walls were decorated with memorials for previous

church owners.13

Furthermore, while the church owners lost the right to directly appoint the local church

pastor in 1809, they gained the right to nominate three candidates to a vacant pastor position

from which state authorities, the Danish State being official employer of the local parish

pastor, could choose.14 As such, church owners, in many cases the local landed estate

owners, held considerable influence over who became the local church pastor. Additionally,

the local church pastor’s working conditions were strongly affected by the goodwill of the

church’s owner since the church owner was responsible for the church’s upkeep. Additionally,

the tithe15 financing the upkeep of the local church was directly paid to the church owner

giving him access to a non-trivial cash flow (Pedersen 2020, 10).

3.3 The church reforms of 1903: The loss of elite power over churches

The (landed) elite control of Danish churches lasted until 1903 when a number of church

reforms transferred church ownership away from the landed elite (Paldam and Paldam 2017,

449). The Liberal Party had assumed government power in 1901 and its minister for church

affairs, I.C. Christensen, was determined to modernize and democratize the Danish State

Church. He therefore passed a series of laws reforming the Church in 1903 (Pedersen 2020,

11-12). First, and foremost, a law of 1903 established mandatory elected parish councils,

which were gradually given control over the management of the local parish church buildings,

church yards and part of the local parish’s finances. The council members were elected by

all adult parish members, including women, and parish council elections thus predated the
13See Figure A1 in the Appendix for examples of such artwork.
14See https://www.danskeherregaarde.dk/historisk/ret-og-magt-paa-godset for additional information.
15Rural church tax.
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full franchise in Denmark by about 12 years16 (Pedersen 2020, 10-18). In just a few years,

local church governance in many parishes had gone from being exclusively the affair of local

landed elites to being the prerogative of local democratic institutions.

Additionally, in 1903 the church tithe was abolished and instead the church owners would

receive a one-off amount of money to be used for future church upkeep. However, compared

to the previous tithe flow, this quickly turned out to be unprofitable for the church owner

and in the years following the tithe reform most church owners ceded the official ownership

(having already lost a lot of de-facto control) of the local church buildings to the parish

council (Pedersen 2020, 13-14).

The decline in formal ownership and control over local churches also seemed to have

caused a more general disengagement of landed elites with local church life. Some of the

artworks donated by the rich estate owners and previously exhibited in the local churches

were taken out of the church and put in the local manor (Erichsen and Tamm 2014, 206-

253), and the local estate owner would no longer automatically be the central figure in

local church affairs. As a consequence, the informal power, which the local estate owner

had previously held over the local church pastor, waned, and from now on, the local parish

pastor increasingly had to concern himself with the wishes of the more heterogeneous and

non-elite parish council rather than the local estate owner.

Consequently, the local landed elites’ previous projection of social power through the

local church was heavily hampered by the church reforms. However, the crucial question

then is whether this loss of social power also had wider political consequences.
16Women and most other previously disenfranchised groups were given the right to vote in the Danish

constitutional amendment of 1915.
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4 Data and analytical strategy

To test the effect of elite ownership of religious institutions, such as churches, we have

collected data on Danish churches and landed estates across Danish electoral constituencies

in order to capture variation in the intensity of landed estate church ownership. We combine

this data with information on the vote share of the Danish conservative party in lower house

elections elections in the years 1895-1913, that is before and after the reform of 1903. First,

we present the data used to capture our main variables, and next we discuss how we intend

to identify the effect of elite ownership.

4.1 Measuring landed elite church ownership

As previously stated, prior to 1903 a majority of churches (especially in rural areas) were

in the hands of the landed elite (Pedersen 2020; Paldam and Paldam 2017). However, some

rural churches were owned by other institutions or non-elite private citizens, so there were

some local variation in the concentration of landed estate owned churches before the reforms

of 1903. We are thus interested in leveraging this variation.

There exists a number of catalogues of Danish churches (e.g. Paldam and Paldam 2017;

Bjarne 2020). None of them directly track church ownership. The National Museum of

Denmark has created files of two-thirds of the churches in Denmark which sometimes contain

the churches’ ownership history. However, this information does not exist for approximately

one third of the relevant churches. In our analysis, we thus rely on an indirect measure of

the level of landed elite ownership of churches.

We measure the concentration of pre-1903 landed elite church ownership by using the

number of traditional manor estates per church in each constituency, as we expect that estate

ownership was felt most acutely in areas where each estate’s influence was concentrated in

one church. Additionally, we expect that a church was much more likely to be privately

owned by a local estate owner (rather than another private or public institution), if it was
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in the same area as one or more traditional landed estates.

To get the numerator for this measure, we first rely on an overview of all landed estates

in Denmark in 1770 from the Danish Sciences Society, which has been digitized by the

historical-cartographic society (HisKIS) (Dam et al. 2003). As some of the estates disappear

before the nineteenth century, we update the overview using a map of estates in 1900 from the

Danish Center of Estate Research (2020). To get the number of estates in each constituency,

we use a shapefile of Danish electoral constituencies in the nineteenth century (from DigDag

2020). We calculate the denominator by geocoding a list of all Danish churches in 1900

from (Paldam and Paldam 2017), and combining it in the shapefile. Figure 1 depicts the

distribution of our main measure across Danish constituencies.

Figure 1: Estate ownership of churches prior to 1903

Note: No data refers to missing data for either the outcome or the explanatory variable.

In the Appendix, we validate our measure by hand coding church ownership type for all
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churches in two electoral constituencies, one with below average estate ownership and one

with above average estate ownership, within the same diocese (Zealand), using data from

the National Museum of Denmark. This exercise supports our estate ownership measure.

Estate church ownership was indeed much higher in the constituency with a high score on

our indirect estate ownership measure than in the constituency with a very low score on our

indirect estate ownership measure.

In the Appendix, we also consider two alternative measures: the proportion of churches

in a constituency that are located next (within 2.5 kilometers) to an estate; and the logged

number of estates in each constituency. We find largely similar results to the ones presented

in the article (see Table A1a and A1b in the Appendix).

4.2 Conservative party support

To capture support for the old conservative elite we rely on the constituency-level elections

archive (CLEA) (Kollmand et al. 2019), which presents vote shares for all parties in Danish

lower house elections during this period. We focus on the vote share of the party Højre,

which traditionally represented the interests of the pre-democratic landed elite (Fink 2000,

16-19). We examine vote shares in the period 1895 to 1913, as this is after the authoritarian

power-grabbing attempt of conservative prime minister Estrup17 and before the constitu-

tional reform in 1915 (which expanded suffrage).18 Figure 2 plots the distribution of Højre

vote shares across this period.

17Prime minister from 1875 to 1894. 1895 is also the year of the reorganization of Højre which made it a

more cohesive national party (Dybdahl 1969, 155).
18Constituencies with no conservative candidate receives a score "0". However, results are robust to

excluding these constituencies, see Table A5 in the Appendix.
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Figure 2: Support for the conservative party
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4.3 Analytical strategy

We aim to study the effect of pre-democratic elite ownership of religious buildings on con-

servative electoral success. The causal effect of interest is thus the difference between the

conservative vote share of a constituency when its religious buildings are owned by the pre-

democratic elite compared to a situation where the buildings are not. Unfortunately, we

can never observe both vote shares for the same constituency. As a result, we must instead

rely on assumptions concerning the counterfactual vote share. Accordingly, we employ a

difference-in-difference design (Morgan and Winship 2007).

Given that we cannot observe how constituencies would have voted had the local elite not

owned churches, we use the change in ownership following the 1903 reform as our counterfac-

tual. In our analysis, we therefore track how the voting behaviour of "treated" constituencies

(i.e., constituencies with a high concentration of estate owned churches) changed after 1903,

and contrast it with how "control" constituencies (i.e., constituencies with a low concentra-

tion) changed their voting. Under the assumption that the trend in electoral support for

the conservative party would have been similar over time without the 1903 reform - this we

probe using our data - the difference-in-difference will help us identify the causal effect of
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pre-democratic elite ownership of religious buildings. If our argument is correct, we should

expect that constituencies with many estate owned churches exhibit a more pronounced drop

in support for the conservative party after 1903 in comparison with constituencies with fewer

estate owned churches.

To estimate this difference-in-difference, we employ variation within electoral constituen-

cies over time, using constituency-level data for all Danish lower-house elections 1895-1913.19

Specifically, we estimate variants of the following specification using a set of OLS regressions:

conservativeit = β1reformt + β2ownershipi + β3(reformt × ownershipi) + εit (1)

where conservativeit gives the share of all votes in constituency i that were given to the party

Højre in election year t. β1 captures the overall change in the trend for conservative voting

after 1903. β2 gives the difference in conservative share across estate church ownership before

the 1903 reform. β3 is the quantity of interest as it gives the difference-in-difference - that

is the differential change in voting experienced by constituencies with a high concentration

of estate owned churches after 1903. Standard errors are clustered at the constituency level

to account for heteroskedasticity and potential serial correlation.

Our empirical strategy rely on comparing changes in constituencies with high and low

levels of estate church ownership before and after the 1903 reform. The key identifying

assumption in this approach is, as highlighted previously, that changes in the conservative

vote share would have been similar in absence of the reform. We now detail how we prod

this assumption.

First, as we have data on voting for multiple elections prior to 1903 we conduct a series

of placebo tests, estimating whether "treated" and "control" constituencies experienced dif-

ferential changes in conservative voting prior to the 1903 reform of church ownership. If we

observe indistinguishable trends prior to the reform, we are more confident that our "con-

trol" constituencies serve as a valid counterfactual. In addition, Denmark introduced the
19Upper-house elections at the time were much less frequent and consisted of indirect elections in much

larger constituencies with a privileged franchise, which gave landed elites much larger direct voting power.

Consequently, analyzing upper-house elections would be much less suitable to test our theoretical predictions.
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secret ballot in 1901, which might have affected turnout in constituencies where the conser-

vatives exercised social control (e.g. Kam 2017). If this is affecting our result, there should

be a visible differential change in conservative voting between 1898 and 1901. Table A2 in

the Appendix reports these tests. We find no evidence of a pre-reform differential trend in

conservative voting.

Second, to evaluate if the "treated" constituencies are changing due to other simulta-

neous events (e.g. Denmark’s urbanization), we add a number of controls to equation (1).

Specifically, we account for population size and rural population share, which are available

across time (from various Statistical Yearbooks). Unfortunately, these variables are only

available at the county-level (a higher level of aggregation). Consequently, we supplement

with a number of time-invariant controls; first, controls for the number of towns with a port

or a railway station in 1880 in each constituency (based on Schmidt et al. 2018); and second,

the average caloric suitability of each constituency (based on Galor and Ozak 2016). These

controls are interacted with the treatment period as information over time is not available.

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for our main variables and controls.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Variable name Mean St. Dev. Min Max N

Conservative vote share 0.19 0.21 0 1 768

Estate dominance 0.39 0.25 0 1.17 768

Ln(pop.) county lv. 11.7 0.56 10.57 18.49 768

Rural population share county lv. 0.69 0.22 0.11 0.91 768

Ports in 1880 0.52 0.22 0 2 768

Railway stations in 1880 0.44 0.52 0 2 768

Caloric suitability 2102 116 1915 2292 768

5 Results

Did the conservative party suffer in elections as a result of landed elites’ loss of church

property? Figure 3 plots the predicted conservative vote share at the 10th and 90th percentile

of the estate dominance variable in lower house elections from 1895 to 1913 (i.e., "control" and

"treatment" constituencies respectively). With regards to the parallel trends assumption,

we observe that before the reform, the conservative party was losing votes in both "treated"

and "control" constituencies at a similar rate.

What happened after the landed estates lost control over church property? From 1903

we observe a slight increase and subsequent stabilization of conservative vote share in con-

stituencies with low estate ownership of churches. Conversely, in "treated" constituencies

a downward trend in electoral support for the conservatives is visible. The divergence be-

tween "treated" and "control" constituencies grows over time, suggesting that the reforms

took some time to take full effect. This is consistent with the historical evidence that estate

church ownership loss was a gradual process (Pedersen 2020, 13-14). Figure 3 thus suggests

that elite control over churches was a source of conservative political power when churches
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Figure 3: Church reforms and conservative vote share, 1895-1913

Note: Outer bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals. The vertical dashed line denotes the

reform year.

were private property.

Table 2 show the estimated difference-in-difference effect based on equation (1). We find

a significant (p < 0.01) and negative effect across all models. According to the estimate

presented in column 1, if a constituency was "treated" (i.e., was at the 90th percentile of

estate ownership of churches) the conservative party lost 0.108 of its vote share (0.51σ)

after 1903. Taking the average vote share of the conservatives into account (0.19), this is

a substantial effect. When we include control variables in column 2, we find a remarkably

similar result. The same is true when we add constituency and election fixed effects in column

3. This indicates that the observed loss can be attributed to change in church ownership and

not some other event. Table A3 in the Online Appendix report results where we add controls

for county- (county × year), constituency- (constituency × year), and 1901 conservative
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Table 2: Difference-in-difference in conservative vote share

(1) (2) (3)

Difference-in-difference (β3) -0.147∗∗ -0.146∗∗ -0.134∗

(0.049) (0.049) (0.052)

Controls X X

Constituency and election FE X

Constituencies 96 96 96

Observations 768 768 768

Based on all elections between 1895-1913. Estimated using OLS.

Standard errors clustered by constituency in parentheses

+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

support time-trends (conservative vote share in 1901 × year). Should constituencies with a

high concentration of estate owned churches generally exhibit a different trend in conservative

voting it would be picked up by these models. The models are fairly restrictive and inefficient

(Angrist and Pischke 2008), thus if the estimate for β3 is close to the ones presented in

Table 2, it increases our confidence that the findings can be given a causal interpretation.

Although the effect is less precisely estimated in Table A3, the coefficients still suggest a

similar negative impact of the 1903 reform.

Furthermore, in Table A4 in the Online Appendix, we consider three additional threats

to identification. First, that our results may be picking up changes in constituencies around

the capital - Copenhagen - that coincidentally have a low concentration of estate owned

churches. To prod if this could be the case we remove all constituencies in the capital

county of Copenhagen. However, the size and significance of our estimate remains. Second,

one could worry that the results simply reflect our decision to code conservative vote share

in constituencies without a conservative candidate to 0. Next, we therefore remove all

constituencies, where there is no conservative candidate. However, the estimate remains.

Finally, we extend the analysis back to 1866 (the year of the amended Danish constitutions).
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Here, we find similar, and even stronger, results for the effect of estate church ownership on

conservative vote share.

6 Exploring the mechanism

6.1 Parish pastors

We argued that elite ownership over religious buildings, in this case churches, should reinforce

conservative electoral power through the formal and informal influence the landed estate

owners would have over the local parish pastor. Consequently, local estates owners could

enlist local parish pastors in agitating for a conservative cause or at least make sure, through

direct or indirect pressure, that non-conservative parish pastors would not support or agitate

on behalf of non-conservative parties and candidates. In order to investigate this mechanism,

we provide data on the political role of Danish parish pastors before and after the church

ownership reforms.

In order to measure the political activity of Danish parish pastors, we code, using election

publications from the Danish Statistical Agency, all parish pastors which ran as candidates

in lower-house elections from 1895 to 1913. These election publications records the profession

of all candidates, and it is thus quite simple to code whether the candidate is a parish pastor

as well as each pastor candidate’s partisan affiliation. This data is presented in Figure 4.

Before the church reforms in 1903, where churches were predominantly owned by local

landed elites, there are almost no parish pastors running for office. Apparently, being reliant

of the goodwill of a local landed estate owner, seemed to have made Danish parish pastors

hesitant to engage in politics. However, after the reforms, we see a steady and substantial

increase in the number of parish pastors that run as candidates in lower-house elections.20

It seems that the waning influence of local landed elites made Danish parish pastors more
20The number of electoral constituencies remain largely unchanged over the period, so this is not a feature

of a substantial increase of the number of constituencies.
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willing to run for political office, and, quite likely, also more willing to engage themselves

with political issues in general.21

Figure 4: Number of parish pastors as lower-house candidates: 1895-1913

In further support of the relevance of this mechanism, the growth in the political activity

of Danish parish pastors after the reforms in 1903 is overwhelmingly the consequences of

an increase in parish pastors being candidates for non-conservative parties. In Table 5, we

summarize the total number of parish pastors running in lower-house elections in the four

elections before the reforms and the four elections after the reforms, as well as the share

of these parish pastors which ran for the conservative party. The few pastors who ran as

candidates before the church reforms were generally conservative, whereas the vast majority

of parish pastor candidates after the reform were non-conservative.22 Non-conservative parish
21However, these pastors did not necessarily run in the constituencies of their own parishes. Running as

a candidate in a constituency in Denmark was, and is still, not contingent on living in that constituency.

However, it would be fair to assume that the politically active pastors’ increased political engagement was

probably also felt in their own parish and community.
22Usually, they ran as candidates for the center-right Liberal Party (the main political opponent of the

conservative party before 1901) and the centrist Radical Liberal Party (founded as a left-wing splinter of the

Liberal Party in 1905) but in 1913 there were even one Social-Democratic parish pastor candidate.
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pastors were apparently more free to engage in politics after they were no longer subject to

the formal and informal pressure of local landed estate owners. A change which served to

decrease relative conservative vote share in areas, where conservative elites previously had

greater control of church institutions and were thus better able to use these to suppress

non-conservative campaigning among the local clergy.

Table 3: Parish pastor candidates for lower-house elections before and after the church

reforms

1895-1903: 1906-1913:

Before reforms After reforms

Total number of parish pastor candidates 3 29

Number of conservative parish pastor candidates 2 4

Share of conservative parish pastor candidates 0.67 0.14

An illustration of the effects of the "freeing" of non-conservative parish pastors after the

loss of elite ownership of churches can be found in the parish of Sædder.23 Sædder church

was historically owned by the large landed estate of Vallø, which since the the 18th century

had served as a land-owning foundation supporting noble spinsters. This institutions was,

and is to this day, one of the Danish nobility’s most important social and organizational in-

stitutions (Holstein and Holstein 2015, 454-459), and its curator, and thus de-facto controller

of the estate’s property, at the time of the church reforms, estate owner and count Christian

Moltke, belonged to the upper echelons of the Danish high nobility and was a very promi-

nent conservative politician. However, in 1910, as a consequence of the church reforms, the

church of Sædder went from being the property of the Vallø foundation, and thus controlled

by count Moltke, to being owned by the parish and controlled by the democratically elected
23The information behind this case comes primarily from the website of Sædder church which is situated

around 50 kilometers south of the Danish capital of Copenhagen, as well as documents from the website of

the Vallø estate.
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parish council.

Then, in 1913, the parish’s pastor, N.P.L. Dahl, who had been parish pastor since 1907,

ran as a Social-Democratic lower-house candidate in the neighbouring constituency of Vord-

ingborg and won the election,24 defeating, among others, one local patrician estate owner

Holger Collet. As a consequence of the church reforms, a Social-Democratic parish pastor

was now apparently, while preaching in a church previously controlled by a high-ranking

conservative politician and estate owner, able to run against, and electorally defeat, another

conservative landed estate owner.

6.2 Political mobilization

Above, we provided evidence that the 1903 reforms freed local pastors to agitate for political

opponents of the traditional elite. This had broader implications for political mobilization.

When the landed estates lost control over religious buildings they lost their ability to stop

non-conservative parish pastors from supporting or agitating on behalf of non-conservative

parties and candidates. As a result, the space for political mobilization opened up after the

reforms. Thus, we expect that areas with a high concentration of estate owned churches are

more likely to see an increase in political mobilization after 1903. Moreover, we predict that

increased mobilization after 1903 is associated with a lower vote share for the conservative

party, as formerly depressed mobilization efforts for political opponents could activate new

voters. To test these expectations, we look at turnout data from (Kollmand et al. 2019).

Specifically, we estimate two models. First, a model where we exchange our dependent vari-

able for the fraction of eligible voters that turned out to the vote, thus evaluating whether

political mobilization increased when the traditional elite lost ownership over churches. Sec-

ond, a model where we interact turnout with reformt and predict conservative vote share,

to examine if increased mobilization after 1903 is related to voting for the party of the

traditional elite. Table 3 depicts these results.
24Dahl would later go on to become minister for church affairs in the first Danish Social-Democratic

government in 1924.
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Table 4: Political mobilization

(1) (2)

Outcome Turnout Conservative vote share

Reform × Ownership 0.099∗

(0.041)

Turnout 0.013

(0.072)

Reform × Turnout -0.280∗

(0.125)

Controls X X

Constituency and election FE X X

Constituencies 96 96

Observations 702 702

Based on all elections between 1895-1913. Estimated using OLS. All models

include a control for turnout in the prior election. Standard errors clustered by

constituency in parentheses + p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Looking at column 1, we see that areas with a high concentration of landed elite ownership

over religious buildings experienced an increase in turnout after 1903. This indicates that

the traditional elite’s loss of control over churches had positive implications for political

mobilization, presumably driven, among other things25 by an increasing political activity of

non-conservative parish pastors.

Column 2 further shows that increased mobilization after 1903 was associated with lower

conservative vote shares. In contrast, turnout had no relationship with conservative voting

before the post-1903 loss of ownership. These findings are consistent with our argument

that control over religious buildings allowed the traditional elite to translate social power

into political influence, among other things by suppressing non-conservative mobilization.

6.3 Interpretation: Conservative political development before and

after the church reforms

In the previous sections, we have showed how the church reforms of 1903, which took away

control and eventually ownership of churches from private individuals, seemed to have de-

pressed electoral support for the conservative party in areas with extensive landed estate

ownership of churches.

As evident from Figure 3, areas with high and low levels of landed estate ownership of

churches had the same trend in conservative support before the church reforms but diverged

afterwards.

However, conservative support seemed to have recovered in areas with historically low

levels of landed estate ownership, which included many urban areas, including the capital

of Copenhagen. Historical evidence suggest that it was in these towns and cities, espe-
25As suggested by a previous commentator on the article, the experience with local parish council elections

from 1903 could also have been an democratic innovation which increased the political efficacy of the local

population and thus increased general turnout, especially in areas previously characterized by extensive elite

ownership of churches and thus more hierarchical and non-democratic norms.
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cially Copenhagen, where the formal conservative party organizations seemed to have been

strongest and most active during this period (Dybdahl 1969, 87-128).

On the other hand, after the church reforms of 1903, conservative electoral support con-

tinued to fall, and never really recovered during the analyzed period, in areas characterized

by high levels of landed estate ownership. Areas which tended to be rural.26

Consequently, based on the evidence above, one potential interpretation of the causes

of conservative political support during the analyzed period is that in many of Denmark’s

rural constituencies, conservative electoral support before 1903 seemed to have been much

more reliant on informal and traditional hierarchies, including the use of elite ownership

of churches, rather than formal party organisation and programmatic politics.27 As the

institutional foundations of these hierarchies eventually weakened, the conservative party

apparently was much less able to compete electorally in some rural areas, whereas it was

more able to do so in urban areas (and presumably also some non-estate-dominated rural

areas), especially in the capital of Copenhagen, where it had built a stronger formal party

organizations following the 1880s (Dybdahl 1969, 87-128).

Consequently, the church reforms of 1903 appears to have been one of the factors that

tipped the geographical nexus of conservative political activity and electoral support in Den-

mark decisively towards urban areas in the years before the move towards democratization

in 1915 (Dybdahl 1969, 65-66) and the adoption of proportional representation between 1918

and 1920.28

26It is important to state that there is considerable variation in estate ownership of churches even within

primarily rural electoral constituencies and that the main regressions control for rural population share

(county level). Also not that the results are robust to the removal of Copenhagen.
27See Ziblatt (2017) for a wider discussion of these two different conservative political strategies during

the first wave of democratization.
28Where conservative politicians played a important role (Fink 2000).
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7 Conclusion and discussion

In this article, we have argued that elite ownership and control of religious institutions can be

a substantial source of political, including electoral, power. We have tested these propositions

using the case of Denmark in the early 20th, where a series of reforms removed ownership and

control of local churches from landed elites. We find that these reforms caused a substantial

relative decline in conservative party, the party representing the interest of landed elites,

vote share in areas where churches were more likely to be owned by local landed elites.

One important mechanism seems to have been an increase in the political activity of non-

conservative parish pastors after the reforms, which suggests that the political activity of

the clergy is strongly contingent on the ability of elites and other political actors to influence

the clergy’s working conditions.

The results of this article thus suggest that secular control over religious institutions and

property might be a substantial source of political power for the owners of these institu-

tions. As religion and religious institutions still play an important role in modern politics

(Grzymala-Busse 2012), these findings have important implications for understanding the

role that ownership of religious institutions and property, a very understudied aspect of the

political economy of religion, have for national politics, including voter behavior, democra-

tization and national party systems.

In continuation hereof, our results may also speak to the policy choices regarding state-

religion relations (Barro and McCleary 2005). As shown in this article, private ownership

of churches can be substantial source of (conservative) elite political power. Consequently,

these results might explain why left-wing governments in several countries, including the

Scandinavian countries, have rarely pursued a policy of separation of church and state,

which these political forces originally advocated for (Pedersen 2020, 47) - instead preferring

to keep church property (quasi)public. New research could fruitfully explore further the

political causes and consequences of the extent of private ownership of religious institutions.
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Church art

Figure A1 depicts examples of art in a Danish church that was owned by a local estate. In

the upper left corner is a pulpit decorated with a coat of arms. In the upper left corner is

the entry to the church’s choir which is also heavily decorated.

In the lower left corner is one of the front benches of the church, where the church owner

and his family would sit during church services. It is decorated with the coat of arms of

the church owner’s house, one of the ancient lines of Danish nobility. Finally, in the lower

right corner is a memorial for a deceased 19th church owner on one of the church wall which

describes said church owner’s service as patron of the church.
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Validating the measure of estate church concentration:

Two hand-coded constituencies
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Figure A1: Estate sponsored art in Danish churches

Note: Pictures are taken by one of the corresponding authors.
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Table A1: Constituency with above average level of estate-owned church concentration

Næstved (estate-owned church concentration=0.6)

Church Owner 1903 Estate-owned church (X=yes)

Næsby Næsbyholm estate X

Tyvelse Næsbyholm estate X

Sandby Sandbygård estate X

Vrangstrup Sandbygård estate X

Glumsø Næsbyholm estate X

Bavelse Næsbyholm estate X

Skelby Gunderslevholm estate X

Fensmark Holmegård estate X

Herlufmagle Ravnstrup estate X

Tybjerg Gisselfeld estate (noble foundation) (X)

Aversi Gisselfeld estate (noble foundation) (X)

Holme-Olstrup Holmegård estate X

Rislev Holmegård estate X

Toksværd Sparresholm estate X

Næstved Town of Næstved

Rænnebæk Holmegård estate X

Næstelsø Holmegård estate X

Mogenstrup Holmegård estate X

Share of validated estate-owned churches=0.94
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Table A2: Constituency with below average level of estate-owned church concentration

Frederiksværk (estate-owned church concentration=0.0)

Church Owner 1903 Estate-owned church (X=yes)

Kregme The Danish State (Ministry of Agriculture)

Lynæs Unknown, probably owned by

the congregation since its foundation (1901)

Torup Unclear, probably the King (the Danish State)

Melby The Danish State (Ministry of Agriculture)

Vinderød Det Classenske Fideikommis (X)

(aristocratic landholding foundation)

Ølsted Non-elite landowners/tithe payers in the parish

Skævinge Privately owned (presumably non-estate)

Strø Local municipality

Gørløse Privately owned (presumably non-estate)

Lille Lyngby The Danish State

Annisse Number of landowners/tithe payers in the parish

Ramløse Number of tithe payers in the parish

Tibirke Parish tithe payers

Vejby Unclear, probably the King (the Danish State)

Valby Number of tithe payers in the parish

Helsinge Local diocese

Blistrup Number of tithe payers in the parish

Share of validated estate-owned churches=0.06
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Alternative measure of estate ownership of churches

The first of our alternative measures of estate control of churches rely on the intuition that

it was easier for estate owners to project power in churches that were located close to their

estate. Specifically, it measures the share of churches in a constituency in 1900 that were

located within 2.5km of an estate. Table A2a presents the difference-in-difference estimates

using this alternative measure. Our second alternative measure of estate controls simply

captures the logged number of estates in each constituency. The logic being that most

Danish towns and villages had access to a church, thus estate control was mostly related

to the presence of landed estates. Table A2b reports the difference-in-difference estimates

based on this measure. Reassuringly, the effects are similar to the ones reported in the main

article for both measures.
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Table A2a: Difference-in-difference with the share of churches located near landed estates

(1) (2) (3)

Difference-in-difference (β3) -0.143∗∗ -0.137∗∗ -0.125∗∗

(0.040) (0.042) (0.047)

Controls X X

Constituency and election FE X

Constituencies 96 96 96

Observations 768 768 768

Based on all elections between 1895-1913. Estimated using OLS.

Standard errors clustered by constituency in parentheses

+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Table A2b: Difference-in-difference with logged number of landed estates

(1) (2) (3)

Difference-in-difference (β3) -0.032∗ -0.039∗∗ -0.035∗

(0.013) (0.014) (0.015)

Controls X X

Constituency and election FE X

Constituencies 96 96 96

Observations 768 768 768

Based on all elections between 1895-1913. Estimated using OLS.

Standard errors clustered by constituency in parentheses

+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Placebo difference-in-difference

To test whether "treated" and "control" constituencies exhibit a similar trend in conservative

voting prior to the 1903 reform, we estimate two placebo regressions. Specifically, we look at

the two pairs of elections that occurred prior to the reform (1895 and 1898, 1898 and 1901),

and interact our treatment measure with the second election. Table A3 reports the results.

We find no evidence of a pre-reform difference in the trend of voting for the conservative party

between the "treated" and "control" constituencies, supporting the assumption underlining

our design.

The results for 1898 and 1901 also suggests that our findings are not driven by the

introduction of the secret ballot in 1901, as we observe no significant change in constituencies

with a higher concentration of estate owned churches after the secret ballot.
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Table A3: Placebo difference-in-difference

Elections 1895 to 1898 1898 to 1901

(1) (2)

Difference-in-difference 0.069 -0.048

(0.057) (0.044)

Constituencies 96 96

Observations 192 192

Estimated using OLS. Standard errors clustered by constituency in parentheses

+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Controlling for alternative time trends

We investigate whether our findings are driving by other potential time trends that happen

to coincide with a high or low concentration of estate church ownership. Specifically, we

add interactions between election year (treated continually) and three indicators; first, for

regional differences we use counties; and second, for general differences we use constituencies;

and finally, for pre-reform differences in voting behavior we use a measure of the conservative

vore share of each constituency in 1901. Table A4 shows the results. Across all models the

negative impact of the reform remains, although it turns insignificant with constituency

time trends. This is, however, unsurprising as the inclusion of a large number of trends is

inefficient (e.g. Angrist and Pischke 2008).
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Table A4: Difference-in-difference with control for time-trends

Trend County Constituency 1901 vote share

(1) (2) (3)

Difference-in-difference (β3) -0.126∗ -0.086 -0.170∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.072) (0.044)

Controls X X X

Constituency and election FE X X X

Constituencies 96 96 96

Observations 768 768 768

Based on all elections between 1895-1913. Estimated using OLS. Standard errors

clustered by constituency in parentheses + p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Alternative samples

Table A5 presents estimates for the difference-in-difference effect using three changes to our

baseline sample: first, we exclude all constituencies located in the county of Copenhagen to

remove any changes that were specific to this area; and second, we exclude all constituencies

where the conservatives did not run a candidate; and finally, we extend the sample back to

the constitution change in 1866 (thus including election years where Estrup (a conservative

prime minister) attempted to grab power. Across all changes the main findings remain.
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Table A5: Difference-in-difference with sample changes

Sample change Excluding Copenhagen Excluding no conservative candidate Extending back to 1866

(1) (2) (3)

Difference-in-difference (β3) -0.134∗ -0.104∗ -0.157∗∗

(0.059) (0.046) (0.045)

Controls X X X

Constituency and election FE X X X

Constituencies 85 79 96

Observations 680 398 1802

Estimated using OLS. Standard errors clustered

by constituency in parentheses + p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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